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Summary 
 

An alternative way to invest on the stock market is to invest in IPO’s. An IPO (Initial 

Public Offering) is the first time a company goes public on a stock market, giving out 

shares to private investors and financial institutions. However, there might be some 

uncertainties about the share price as it never has been traded on the stock exchange 

before and it could therefore be difficult to determine a reasonable value for the share 

price. Consequently, if the offering price for the investor is significantly lower than 

the “correct valued” price it will generate positive initial return during the first trading 

day and this phenomenon is labelled as underpricing, generating more “money on the 

table”. Still, previous researches display an underperformance among IPO’s during a 

longer period after the introduction compared to already established companies within 

the same sector, arguing that investors should sell their shares early after the first 

trading day. 

 

The objective of this study is therefore to determine if underpricing exists for IPO’s 

on the Swedish stock exchange and if there are any differentiations amongst sectors, 

and also to investigate two different Buy-and-Hold strategies. A final objective for the 

study is to determine if the level of underpricing is affected by some explanatory 

variables. 

 

With a quantitative study and a longitudinal approach, the results confirm the effect of 

underpricing for IPO’s on the Swedish stock exchange, generating an average 

underpricing of 5.56%. Additionally, this study cannot display any different median 

underpricing between industry sectors. However, it contradicts with the 

underperformance phenomenon, indicating an overperformance for longer Buy-and-

Hold strategies. Lastly, a regression of explanatory variables trying to explain the 

level of underpricing demonstrates no statistically significant results. 

 

 

Key words: IPO, underpricing, underperformance, efficient market hypothesis, 

volatility       
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this introductory chapter the reader gets an opportunity to create a basic 

understanding of Initial Public Offerings (IPO’s) and its process. In connection with 

this, the term underpricing is presented and also how previous research states an 

underperformance amongst IPO’s during a longer period compared to their sector 

index. A research gap is also presented, implying limited research on Swedish IPO’s 

during the 21st century. Finally, descriptions of the research questions, objectives and 

delimitations are made.    

!
It is a common state that people want to earn money on their investments. Sweden has 

recently experienced negative interest rates, resulting in a zero- or at least low return 

on regular savings accounts. A consequence is therefore the increasing amount of 

money that moves towards more risky investments such as the stock market, amongst 

others. As a matter of fact, already in 2003 the Swedish parliament had noticed an 

increase of investing capital in financial instruments, stock market included, amongst 

adults from 20 to 80% during a 20-year period (Riksdagen, 2003). 

 

An alternative way to invest on the stock market is to invest in IPO’s. An IPO (Initial 

Public Offering) is the first time a company goes public on a stock market, giving out 

shares to private investors and financial institutions. There are several reasons why a 

company wants to go public; either because the company needs more capital, good 

PR or also because capital raised through an IPO does not necessarily have to be 

repaid (Investorgiude, 2016). During 2015, the number of IPO’s in Sweden resulted in 

a new record with 19 IPO’s on the main market and 51 on First North1 (NASDAQ, 

2016). According to the CEO of NASDAQ Stockholm, Magnus Billing, is the new 

record caused by low interest rates, amongst others (Expressen, 2015).  

!
!
!
!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Where list changes from, for example, the alternative list to the main are not included!
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1.1 Background 
 

IPO’s and right issues (rights to buy additional securities in a company’s existing 

share holders) are the so-called primary market on the stock exchange. It is on the 

primary market as the companies are directly involved in order to acquire capital and 

the secondary market is made up of ordinary trading on the stock exchange (Mauer & 

Senbet, 1992, p. 57). 

 

Historical research on IPO’s in the United States demonstrates an increase in the stock 

value immediately after the introduction of the IPO (Loughran & Ritter, 2004). They 

explain that most of the times a company goes public on the stock exchange they get 

help by a middleman called underwriter. This underwriter is able to help the company 

in two different ways. The first is called “firm commitment” where the underwriter 

acquires all the shares from the company to a price that is set lower then the 

introduction price (Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, 2002, p. 537). Hence, the underwriter 

commits to the risks that the shares might not be sold and the profit is the spread 

between the agreed price and the introduction price. Second alternative is the “best 

effort” where the company carries the risk but the underwriter is still obligated to sell 

some shares as they still earn commission on the IPO (Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, 2002, 

p. 537). This underwriter gets commission depending on the development of the share 

during the first trading day and there could thus be incentives to recommend low 

introduction prices in order to create higher demand from investors (Loughran & 

Ritter, 2004, p. 6). Loughran & Ritter (2004) find in their paper that IPO’s are 

frequently traded during the first trading day and it results in an increased price of the 

share. 

 
1.2 Problem Discussion 

 

This study is interested in IPO’s and how the share price develops after the 

introduction. However, there are a few factors that an investor needs to take into 

consideration when it comes to IPO’s. There might be some uncertainties about the 

share price since it has never been traded on the stock exchange before and it could 

therefore be difficult to determine a reasonable value for the share price. This is 
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different to an already introduced company where investors know the value of the 

share and the last notable share price indicates what the market currently considers the 

share to be worth.  

 

As previously mentioned, the main characters in an IPO are the company, the 

underwriter and investors. Even though they all obviously want to earn money on the 

introduction there might be different purposes. The company wants to obtain the 

highest amount possible and therefore wants to see a high introduction price, the 

investor wants to earn a return on its investment and hence wants to see a low price 

and the underwriter wants to get paid for their services and needs to take both the 

company’s and the investor’s demands into consideration to maintain a good 

reputation (Chemmanur, He, 2011, p. 408). Consequently, if the offering price for the 

investor is significantly lower than the “correct valued” price it will generate positive 

initial returns on the first trading day and this phenomenon is labelled as 

underpricing, generating more “money on the table”2. 

 

This underpricing theory contradicts with the Efficient Market Hypothesis by Fama 

(1970), which states that if a market is efficient then market prices fully reflect all 

available information. If all market prices are efficient with public information taken 

into consideration, the market is said to be “semi-strong” and it is thus difficult for an 

investor to systematically receive abnormal return based on the available information 

during the investment period (Fama, 1970, p. 383). Hence, according to this 

hypothesis, IPO’s should receive the “correct” price for the shares they offer.  

 

However, previous researches also state that there might be other factors that affect 

the price setting on IPO’s. Dimovsik & Brooks (2003, p. 279) discuss the effect of the 

mood in the market trend in general and conclude a connection between a positive 

market trend and more underpriced IPO’s compared to a negative trend where IPO’s 

tend to be less underpriced. Subsequently, Ritter (1998) looked at the American stock 

exchange and compared the performances of IPO-companies during a longer period to 

the performances of companies which were already established during the same 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Underpricing an IPO’S results in a lost in capital that could have been raised for the company if the 
stock had been offered to a higher price,!
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period. He found that despite IPO’s initial returns, the established companies 

outperformed the IPO’s.  

 

Furthermore, initial return compared with the risk should be considered when 

evaluating an investment and that is why the volatility of IPO’s is an interesting factor 

to examine. As previously mentioned, IPO’s tend to receive abnormal returns 

compared to its index on a short-term basis and its volatility should therefore be 

higher during that period, and vice versa during a longer period. Jog & Jang (2002) 

displayed a lower volatility on Canadian IPO’s between 1990-1999 than comparable 

companies. 

 

The fact that the Swedish stock market is now showing a clear peak in the number of 

IPO’s, while it a few years ago was characterized by the opposite indicates that the 

number of IPO’s varies. The Swedish stock exchange listings show a positive three-

year development, which goes against previous research demonstrating that IPO 

shares underperform relative to the market. However, Schuster (2003) observes 

Swedish IPO’s during 1988-1990 and concludes that IPO’s underperform compared 

to its index. Nevertheless, if the newly listed shares on the Swedish market are found 

to exhibit similar behaviors as companies in previous foreign studies, it can give 

investors in Sweden increased understanding of a newly introduced stock's aberrant 

behavior. If the Swedish market shows similar behavior it is of great importance that 

Swedish investors are aware of this in order to make good investment decisions.  

 

This thesis will observe IPO’s on the Swedish stock exchange and investigate the 

development during the first trading day to determine any possible underpricing. 

Subsequently, by examining the development of the share price after both 3 months 

and 1 year we have the opportunity to create a greater understanding of the 

performance on long term and how investors should evaluate buy-and-hold strategies 

when it comes to Swedish IPO’s. This will be complemented with observations 

between volatility and the relationship of Swedish IPO performance and their 

comparable sector index. Lastly, the level of underpricing in relation to a few 

explanatory variables will be tested. 
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1.3 Research Questions 
 

• Are Swedish IPO’s between 2008-2014 underpriced on average and does the 

level of underpricing diverge between sectors? 

• How do Swedish IPO’s perform on a Mid- and Long term period depending 

on an upward or downward trend on the stock market? 

• How are factors such as market list, sector and index volatility related to the 

level of underpricing? 

 

1.4 Objectives of the study 
 

There are limited researches regarding Swedish IPO’s development, especially during 

and after the big financial crisis in 2008. As previously mentioned, researches 

demonstrate that foreign IPO’s tend to be underpriced but underperform benchmark 

indexes during a longer period. Thereby, the objectives of this study are to: 

• Determine if underpricing exists for IPO’s on the Swedish stock exchange and 

if there are any differences among sectors. 

• Determine IPO’s return based on mid- and long-term “buy-and-hold” 

strategies  

• Determine if underpricing is affected by explanatory variables, such as market 

list, sector and index volatility.  

 
1.5 Contribution 

 

Answers to the study’s research question will give investors on the Swedish stock 

market a greater understanding about IPO’s performance. This will give the investors 

more detailed information about the stock market to make their investment decision 

from and eventually create better investment strategies in the future. Theoretical 

contributions will mainly connect the subjects underpricing and Efficient Market 
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Hypothesis (EMH). Since there are limited contemporary researches within this topic 

in Sweden the expectation is to increase the interest for further research by increasing 

the amount of empirical data within this area. This study is generalizable for the 

period 2008-2014 for IPO’s on the Swedish stock market. 

 
1.6 Delimitations 

 

This study is limited to Sweden in order to facilitate the search for information and 

also because there are limited researches on the Swedish market, as mentioned earlier. 

IPO’s from both the main list (small, mid and large cap) and the alternative lists 

(Akitetorget and First North) have been used in this study between the years 2008-

2014. One reason why the alternative lists have been chosen is because of the 

limitations of finding data on only the main list. Secondly, as mentioned in the 

introduction, investors tend to seek for more risky investments and it is thus 

reasonable to include IPO’s from the alternative lists for the simple reason that 

investors will be interested in investing in these companies as well. It is therefore 

appropriate to demonstrate data and results on the alternative lists as well as the main 

list in order for investors to create reliable investment strategies. The author is aware 

that IPO’s on alternative lists have a lower turnover and larger spreads than IPO’s on 

the main list and it could thus be difficult to generate reliable results.   

 

The underlying reason why the years 2008-2014 have been chosen is because this 

study aims to investigate IPO’s return on both positive and negative market trends, 

since we had the big financials crisis of 2008 followed with consecutive positive 

market trends. Companies that have changed to another stock exchange list, merged 

with another company or left the market are not included in this study. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 

A theoretical chapter involving previous research is presented next. Here, the reader 

gets an even broader understanding about IPO’s, underpricing, underperformance 

and how underperformance contradicts the efficient market hypothesis. A review 

about volatility and how it is calculated will finish this chapter.    

2.1 Initial Public Offerings 
 

An IPO occurs when a company sells shares to the public for the first time with an 

expectation that a liquid market where the shares are traded can be developed. There 

are different reasons why a company wants to go public. Premti & Madura (2013, p. 

487) mention 4 usual reasons for a company to go public. They are; investment 

opportunities, immediate need for cash, presence of venture capitalists, and earnings 

management.  

 

Most companies start with issuing shares to a few investors without launching shares 

publicly. When the company needs additional capital they often decide to launch 

public shares and sell shares to a larger number of investors, they decide to introduce 

the shares to trading on the stock market. The increased trade an IPO entails also 

increases the share liquidity. This allows the company to raise capital in a more 

beneficial way than when they have to make up a few investors for low liquidity 

(Ritter, 1998, p. 8). 

 

Furthermore, to introduce a stock to the market involves costs, both indirect and direct 

costs. The indirect costs are to provide information to investors and also the costs that 

are combined with the introduction itself. Direct costs could be legal, accounting or 

underwriter costs (Röell, 1996, p. 1077). There are also some other disadvantages 

with going public in terms of the risk that the company gets reduced control in terms 

of votes and also that the stock’s liquidity reduces if several big investors acquire a 

big amount of shares in order to hold them during a longer period (Röell, 1996, p. 

1077). 
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Processing a company to the public starts with a selection of an underwriter for 

assistance with pricing and marketing of the IPO. The underwriter then makes an 

inspection called, Due Diligence, of the company in order to create a prospect and 

follows “Finansinspektionens” guidelines for IPO’s (D’Agostino et.al., 2007, p. 3ff). 

Preparations for an IPO on the market take different amounts of time depending on 

the company but on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm is the usually process started 6-12 

months before the notation day (D’Agostino et.al., 2007, p. 13). 

 

2.2 Underpricing 
 

IPO’s tend to be underpriced when they go public, meaning that the price often 

increases the first trading day. Saunders (1990, p. 3) states an accurate definition of 

underpricing:  

 

“The prices of firms offered to the public for the first time are, on average, set below 

the prices investors appear willing to pay when the stocks start trading in the 

secondary market” 

 

Saunders (1990, p. 3) also states that this phenomenon is related to the concept of 

money left on the table where it is the first inference between opening and closing 

price during the first trading period.  

 

When an underwriter undertakes the task of selling new shares, they bear a certain 

risk depending on what kind of the two commitments the underwriter agreed to. The 

first one is firm commitment where the underwriter is responsible for all the shares 

that are sold (Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, 2002, p. 537). Therefore, it might create 

incentives towards the underwriter to pre-sell or set a lower price on the offering 

shares in order to avoid the firm’s individual risk. A higher degree of firm’s 

individual risk is associated with higher degree of underpricing (Ross, Westerfield, 

Jaffe, 2002, p. 537). The second commitment is the best effort where the underwriter 

is not contingent to acquire the unsold shares at the end of the offering period and it 
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has thus less incentives to pre-sell the whole offer (Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, 2002, p. 

538). 

 

Previous research and studies mention the most usual theories behind underpricing on 

IPO, which are mentioned below. 

 

Winners Curse, this theory addresses the lack of symmetry regarding information 

access between investors. In an IPO investors show their interest for a fixed number 

of shares, however not guaranteed to receive all of them. The winners curse indicates 

that the investor often receives all of the shares he or demanded when the interest 

from other investor’s is low. The low interest amongst other investor’s demonstrates a 

greater probability for the IPO to generate a lower return and the investor will 

therefore invest more money when there is a greater probability for lower return, and 

vice versa (Brealey, Myers, Marcus, 2012, p 428). 

 

Signal Theory, indicates that firms use underpricing of IPO’s as a tool to signal their 

quality. Underpricing by companies with higher quality enables them to generate 

higher return from their security offerings. Consequently, more underpricing is often 

associated with more reissuing (Allen & Faulhaber, 1989; Grinblatt & Huang, 1989; 

reviewed in Durukan, 2002). 

 

In addition to underpricing, Ellul & Pagano (2006, p. 381) are complementing a 

theory to the traditional explanations where investors also worry about the after-

market illiquidity that may result from asymmetric information after the IPO and the 

more illiquidity for the stock, the larger the IPO underpricing will be. By using 337 

British IPO’s between 1998 and 2000, they found after-market liquidity is an 

important determinant of IPO underpricing (Ellul & Pagano, 2006, p. 417). 

Ljungqvist (2005, p. 383) investigated IPO underpricing for several countries and he 

found prove for underpricing for Swedish IPO’s between 1990-2003 as they 

generated an average initial return of 15% during the first trading day. 

 

Moreover, Abrahamson et.al (2011, p. 6) demonstrate that underpricing occurs on the 

Swedish stock exchange, where 68% of the IPO’s on NASDAQ OMXS and around 

55% on the two alternative lists, First North and Aktietorget, are underpriced. 
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Conclusively, the fact that previous research has found underpricing on both the main 

and alternative lists in Sweden makes it interesting to include both kinds of IPO’s in 

this thesis. Also, Bodnurak et.al (2008) study the degree of the portfolio 

diversification of the controlling shareholders taking the firm public during the years 

1995-2001 and found an average underpricing of 14.2%. Isaksson & Thorsell (2014) 

also investigates Swedish IPO’s during 1996-2006 and founds an average market 

adjuested underpricing of 15% when they search for the effect of director experience 

on aftermarket performance. Lastly, the most recent study from Abrahamson & De 

Ridder (2015) demonstrates an average underpricing of 7.7% during 1996-2011 when 

they investigate the allocation of shares to foreign and domestic investors during 

IPO’s. 

    

2.3 Underperformance 
 

Previous research indicates that the initial abnormal return during the first trading-day 

of an IPO is followed by a worse share value development compared to its sector 

index on a longer period. Burrowes & Jones (2004, p. 97) explain one reason why the 

long-term underperformance for IPO’s exists. They say that IPO’s are often 

introduced during peaks in the market or in the sector and companies try to time their 

introduction during these peaks. When markets peak, investors tend to be 

overconfident and tend to be overconfident with IPO’s. Thus, investors tend to revise 

the original value of the stock when more information about the company gets public 

and this will lead to a decreased share value (Burrowes & Jones, 2004, p. 98). 

 

Furthermore, that previous studies have shown IPO’s underperformance during longer 

period compared to its benchmark index is something that is interesting for this study. 

If the results of previous studies can be applied to this study, it is relatively easy to 

recommend Swedish investors to not hold IPO’s for a longer period 

 

2.4 Market Cycle 
 

The number of IPO’s is often connected to the market sentiment, as it is reasonable to 

believe that the need for more capital is larger in an economic growth than a 
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recession. Dimovski & Brooks (2003, p. 279) explain two existing periods called hot 

and cold during which it is important for companies to decide when to launch the 

IPO. A hot period occurs during peaks in the market and cold IPO markets occur 

during market contraction. They explain further that fewer IPO’s emerge during 

colder periods than in hot periods (Dimovski & Brooks, 2003, p. 279). 

 

Additionally, (Beaulieu & Bouden, 2015, p. 5355) explain in their study that firms 

choose to go public in periods of favourable market conditions because of the 

expected benefit from a high market valuation of their issued stocks during that 

period.  They also note that volumes of IPO’s tend to decrease because of market 

drops. The fact that market cycles affect the number of IPO’s is something that needs 

to be taken into consideration in a study like this. This study will investigate IPO’s 

during both positive and negative market trends. 

 

2.5 Efficient Market Hypothesis 
 

A stock market is told to be efficient if it “fully reflect” all available information 

(Fama, 1970, p. 383). By enlightening the information set to all market participants it 

would lead to efficient markets where asset prices reflect information based on 

historical prices (Malkiel, 2003, p. 60). The study associated market efficiency with 

the “Random Walk Model”, which is a conventional term in financial literature and it 

is used to describe price series where all subsequent price fluctuations signify random 

partings from previous prices (Malkiel, 2003, p. 60). The result of a random walk 

model is that prices fully reflect all historical information, meaning that it does not 

matter if people are experts in speculating stock prices, they will obtain a rate of 

return equal to an uninformed investor’s portfolio (Malkiel, 2003, p. 60). 

There are three forms of the efficient market hypothesis: weak, semi-strong and 

strong. The weak form means that the share price reflects all historical data. This 

means that the share's future development cannot be forecasted. Semi-strong form 

means that, in addition to historical data, share prices include all publicly available 

information such as financial reports, projections amongst others. The strong form 

states that all relevant information, including information available only to insiders, is 
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reflected in the share price (Fama, 1970, p. 379ff). This study will question the semi-

strong form as the share price reflects on historical data and it contains all public 

information about a company. 

Thilakarathne & Bruce (2014, p. 79) finds that the performance of Colombo Stock 

Exchange for IPO does not present any market efficiency and the price of IPO tends 

not to be independent and therefore not to follow a random walk. Findings like this 

make EMH interesting to include in this study, as the belief is that IPO’s in general 

are underpriced and earn a higher return than its sector index. 

  

2.6 Volatility 
!
Volatility, the standard deviation, is the deviation by measuring the distance of the 

stock's returns from the mean. The more the return differs from the average, the 

greater is the volatility. A stock that moves in a wide range of short duration is more 

volatile than an unchanging share. Investors expect higher returns from stocks that are 

more volatile, since these shares carry a higher risk. 

Volatility is a good measurement when it comes to the risk of an IPO stock, because it 

measures the variation in the price of the IPO stock over a time period. The most 

common measure of the risk of a share is the annual volatility of a share’s logarithmic 

returns, which is usually referred to as share volatility. From the daily return formula, 

one can calculate the logarithmic return of the stock out of its closing prices: 

 !"#!!,! = log !!,!
!!,!!!

 
(1) 

 

Then the returns’ variance is calculated by: 

 !"# !"#!!,! = (!"#!!,! − !)!!
!

! − 1  

! = !"#$!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$"%&'!!"#!!,! 

(2) 

 

 The daily volatility is determined by: 

 ! = !"#(!"#!!,!) (3) 
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Furthermore, one assumption is that it is 252 trading days in a year, so the yearly 

volatility is then: 

 !!"#$ = ! 252 (4) 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter describes why a quantitative approach using a longitudinal study is the 

most appropriate choice based on the objective for this study. Additionally, a 

description of all the parameters has been made followed by the statistical testing, 

hypotheses and different tests are presented.   

3.1 Method Approach 
 

When doing a research, one has to determine the choice of methodology based on the 

objective and research gap of the study. This study’s objectives are to investigate 

underpricing and long-term development for IPO’s on the Swedish stock exchange 

and these objectives are the base for the choice of methodology. 

 

Furthermore, a quantitative study bases its conclusions on data that is quantifiable 

while a qualitative study bases its conclusions on non-quantifiable data like attitudes, 

evaluations and perceptions. The most suitable approach for this study is a 

quantitative approach as it is interested in measuring how much or how many, instead 

of emotions and behaviour. Since the goal is to determine the development of IPO’s 

returns a quantitative approach is the most reasonable choice. Also, this study will 

gather data in a way that in econometric terms is called longitudinal data, as the data 

consists of multiple entities, where each entity is observed at two or more time 

periods. According to (Stock, Watson, 2015, p. 57-58) longitudinal data is used to 

learn about economic relationships from the experiences of the many different entities 

in the data set and from the variables’ evolution over time for each entity.  

  

3.2 Data Collection 
 

There are various amounts of methods of how to collect data but what’s important 

with the data collection is to receive relevant information. Data that will be collected 

to this study comes from historical share prices of IPO’s on the Swedish main stock 

exchange list called Stockholm stock exchange as well as the two alternative lists 
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called Aktietorget and First North. As previously mentioned, the reason why the 

alternative lists has been chosen is because of the limitations of finding data on only 

the main list. Additionally, it is appropriate to demonstrate data and results on the 

alternative lists as well as the main list in order for investors to create reliable 

investment strategies because of the increased risk taking, which was mentioned in 

the introduction.  

 

Subsequently, time period between 1st of January 2008 and 31st of December 2014 

has been chosen as this study aims to provide results on IPO’s share price 

development on both positive and negative market trends. 2008 and 2011 were two 

years with negative return for the general market index in Sweden and the remaining 

years were years with positive return.  

 

More concretely, the study´s approach started by collecting the number of IPO’s 

during the years mentioned previously. Information about which companies that have 

been conducting an IPO was mainly gathered from NASDAQ OMX NORDICs home 

page and also from nyemmisioner.se. Total number of IPO’s collected for this study is 

87. Subsequently, an adjustment was made to erase companies from the list that had 

only changed list, merged with another company or left the market in order to only 

involve companies that had previous to the IPO been out of stock market. Lastly, 

around 16 IPO’s can be considered shortfalling, as it was difficult to find data on a 

daily basis for these IPO’s.   

 

Share prices that have been gathered are daily closing prices starting from the 

introduction day until  a year after introduction in order to calculate returns after the 

first day, after three months and after one year. Any potential stock splits3 or rights 

issues have been taken into consideration. Daily close prices from IPO’s have been 

collected from the database Thomson Reuters Datastream, a well-known database 

containing macro and cross asset financial databases.  

 

Conclusively, companies offering price has been collected from every company´s IPO 

prospectus, which is a collection of relevant financial information regarding the IPO 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!Where a company divides its existing shares into multiple shares. 
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and the company´s history. For a few companies it was difficult to find the “true” 

introduction price in the prospect and information has therefore been collected from 

relevant news articles.  

       

3.3 Formulas 
 

As mentioned earlier, to calculate any potential underpricing the daily-adjusted 

closing price is used in the formula. The reason why daily return is calculated is to get 

an as accurate actual return as possible and therefore increase the credibility of the 

study's empirical results.  

 !!,! =
!!,!
!!,!!!

− 1 

 
!!,! = !"#$%&%'('")!!"#$%!!!
!!,! = !"#$%&'!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%!!!!""!!"#$!!!
!!,!!! = !""#$%&'!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%!!!!"!!"#$!! − 1 

 

(5) 

Subsequently, this study will also adjust any potential underpricing for the IPO’s to its 

comparable benchmark index.  

 

 

!!,!,!"# = 100×
!!,!
!!,!!! − 1
!!,!
!!,!!! − 1

− 100 

 
!!,!,!"# = !"#$%&%'(")!!"#!"#$%!!"#$%!! 

!!,! = !"#$%&'!!"#$%!!"#$% 
!!,!!! = !"##!!"#$%!!"#$% 

 

(6) 

When calculating return for the longer periods the Buy-and-Hold formula has been 

calculated. By dividing the last stock price of the period, !!, divided by the first stock 

price, !!, it is possible to calculate the total return from holding the stock over the 

specific time period (Loughran & Ritter, 1995, p. 26). This formula is essential for 

this thesis as it only intends to observe the return for buying the IPO at the 
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introduction price and then sell it at the given time periods. As mentioned earlier, the 

time periods consists of the 3-month and one year period after the IPO issuance. The 

Buy-and-Hold formula was also calculated for the IPO’s respective sector index. The 

following demonstrates the formula for the Buy-and-Hold return (Loughran & Ritter, 

1995, p. 26): 

 !"# = !!!!!!
!!!!

− 1 

!!!! = !""#$%&'!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%!!!
!!!!!! = !"#$%&'!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%!!!!"!!"#$!! 

 

(7) 

Similarly as equation 6, the index adjusted Buy-and-Hold return will then be 

calculated. For example, company ABs offering price is 100kr and 125kr 3 months 

later. By dividing the 3-month price with offering price one is able to get the 

percentage increase and an unadjusted value of 25%. If ABs benchmark index has 

increased with 10% one has to divide the unadjusted value of the IPO with the 

increase in index. However, in order to get it in percent it has to be multiplied by 100 

and subtract it with 100 to receive the development.  

 

3.4 Choice of benchmark index 
 

As mentioned earlier, this study aims to observe IPO’s development; both adjusted 

and not adjusted to a benchmark index in order to determine any differences of an 

IPO’s development depending on the market trend. A first thought of reliable 

benchmark indices was Affärsvärldens different sector indices. However, they have 

stopped calculating these indexes after 2009 and were therefore not possible to use as 

index. Luckily, other indices, called Dow Jones Sweden sector indices were collected 

from Thomson Reuters´ Datastream and are used in this study. The different sectors 

used in this study are industry, consumer goods, Data/IT, telecommunication, 

pharmaceuticals/medical, consumer services, commodities and finance. 

      

3.5 Statistical testing 
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The hypotheses below are the ones that will be statistically verified. Firstly, this study 

will examine any potential underpricing for the IPO’s return for the first trading day, 

similarly to Abrahamson (2006) in order to answer the first part of the first research 

question.  

 

!!,!:!"#$%&%'('")!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$%&ℎ!!"#$%!!"#$%& = 0!
!!,!:!"#$%&%'('")!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$%!ℎ!!"#$%!!"#$%&! ≠ 0! 

 

To see if these hypotheses can be rejected, following significance test are made. 

Hypothesis 1 will be tested by the use of the Student’s t-test: 

  

 ! = ! − !
!/ !  

 

! = !"#$%&!!"#$ 

! = !"#$%!!ℎ!"!!"#$%!!"##$%$&$'(!!"!!"#"$%!!!,! 

! = !"#$%#&%!!"#$%&$'( 

! = !"#$%!!!"!!"!#!$%&!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$%&! 

(8) 

 

Furthermore, a Kruskal-Wallis test can be used to detect differences between 

populations in a sample. The tests use different ranks of the elements to determine 

whether the populations have the same distribution (Guo, Zhong & Zhang, 2013, p. 

136). Taking into consideration that !! in a Kruskal-Wellis test assumes that all 

populations in a sample have the same means; it is therefore necessary to assume an 

identical distribution amongst the populations. Thus, it is likely that the medians are 

equal if !! cannot be rejected (Guo, Zhong & Zhang, 2013, p. 136). Nevertheless, the 

first step is to rank all elements in the sample from smallest to largest and the test 

statistic is found by: 

 

 
! = 12

(!(! + 1)
!!!
!!

!

!!!
− 3 ! + 1  

! = !"#$%!!"#$%&!!"#$ 

!! = !"#!!"!!"#$%!!"!!"!#$%&'"( 

(9) 
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!! = !"#$%&!!"!!"!#!$%&!!"!!"!#$%&'"(!! 
 

By using this formula, !! is rejected only if the value of H exceeds the critical value 

for the chosen significance level. If !! is rejected it is possible to demonstrate where 

population differences can be derived by comparing the average rank for a pair of 

populations in the sample to obtain test statistic D: 

 

 ! = !!
!!
− !!!!

 
(10) 

Subsequently, D is compared to a critical point using:  

 

 
!!" = !!,!!!! ! ! + 1

12
1
!!
+ 1
!!

 
(11) 

!!,!!!! = !"#$#%&'!!"#$%!!"#$!!!!!"#!!!!!!"#$%!!"#$%&'(!9 

 

If D is greater than !!" it is possible to reject !! (population i and j are not different 

from each other). These calculations will lastly lead to the second hypothesis to 

answer the second part of the first research question: 

 

!!,!:!""!!!!"#$%&!!ℎ!"#!!ℎ!!!"#$!!"#$%&!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%&%'('") 

!!,!:!"!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%&!!"#$!!"#!ℎ!"#!!ℎ!!!"#$!!"#$%#&!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%&%'('")! 
 

As stated in introduction, (Dimovsik & Brooks, 2003, p. 279) have observed that the 

mood of the market return in general tends to explain the level of IPO underpricing. It 

is therefore interesting to investigate the relationship between IPO’s potential 

underpricing in this study and their respective sector index. Following regression will 

test the hypothesis that an IPO’s first day development depends on the mood in the 

market: 

 

 !"#$%&%'('"!! = !! + !!!"!"#$%&'(!! + !!!"#$%&'()*+(+*!! 
+!!!"#$$#%&'&() + !!!!"#"$% + !!!"#$%$&'&!"#$"%&#&" 

+!!!"#$%&'()*+& + !!!"#ℎ!" + !!!"ℎ!"#!$%&'(!) + !! 

(12) 
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This regression model will lead to the third hypothesis and answer the third research 

question: 

 

!! = !"#"$!!"!!"#$%&%'('")!!"!!"#!!""#$%#&!!"!!"#$%&%'()*!!"#$"%&'(!
!! = !"!!"#$%!!"!!!"#$%&%'()*!!"#$"%&'!!""#$%&!!ℎ!!!"#"!!!"!!"#$%&%'('") 

 

As mentioned earlier, companies listed on both the main and alternative lists are 

included in this study and a dummy variable, !"#$%&'()*!!, depending on if the 

company was listed on the main or alternative list has been created. Lastly, as this 

study will observe volatility in relation to IPO’s development the independent 

variable !"#$%&'()*+(+*!! has been included. This variable is calculated by taking 

the 10th day moving variance for AFGX index during the years 2008-2015 and every 

IPO’s volatility during introduction day will then be categorized as Above or Below 

depending on the average volatility for the whole sample period. Lastly, different 

dummy variables for different sectors have been made in order to observe the relation 

to the level of underpricing. 

 

Subsequently, controlling a multiple regression one could draw different tests in order 

to observe its reliability. This study will firstly check for multicollinearity and if 

different variables are close to perfectly collinear, where numerical instability may 

cause problems in case of multicollinearity (Cameron, Trivedi, 2009, p. 367). It is 

also preferable to look for heteroskedasticity, where the variance for the residuals are 

not constant, and therefore create a White-test where !! is homoscedasticity, meaning 

no heteroskedasticity (Camron, Trivedi, 2009, p. 97).       

 

A study might include several risks when trying to accomplish different hypotheses, 

where wrong decision taking is one of them. In statistics, the risks are called Type I 

and Type 2 errors and will both be considered in this study (Andersson et. al., 2007, p. 

340-342). Type I errors occur when a researcher rejects !! when in fact it is true and 

this could be delimited through a correct representable sample or by decreasing the 

confidence level. This study will use a confidence interval of 95 percentages and the 

probability of type I error will be 5 percentages. Furthermore, a type II error contains 

accepting !! when it is false, and these kinds of errors increase when the researcher 
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attempts to decrease the risk for type I errors (Andersson et. al., 2007, p. 341). 

3.6 Possible Errors 
!
There are always risks of making possible errors when doing a longitudinal study of 

quantifiable data. The choice of methodology and approach has been relevant, as they 

have answered this study’s objectives with reliable data. It has however been notified 

that different methods for calculating underpricing and Buy-and-Hold return would 

have been possible for this study.      

 

Subsequently, what kind of closing prices used in the study could have had an effect 

on the results and previous research differs in this methodology. For example, one 

alternative when using three-month closing price could have been to use the mean 

price of the share during that particular week. This method could be beneficial as it 

erases the possibility of using a share’s closing price when it has had an extreme 

abnormal return during that particular day and one would instead use a more fair 

share price.  

 

This study investigates Buy-and-Hold strategies were the intuition is to hold the share 

three months or one year after the introduction. However, this study does not take the 

opportunity of reinvesting into consideration. There is a possibility that an investor 

would have generated a higher return by selling the shares after 3 months and then 

purchasing shares of another company, for example.  
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4. RESULTS 
A brief presentation of this study’s empirical findings will be demonstrated in this 

chapter and the chapter has been divided into four different parts based on the 

different research questions.  

!
As previously mentioned, the number of IPO’s for this study is 87 between the years 

2008-2014 and the IPO’s are illustrated in figure 1. An important notice is that these 

87 companies are not the total amount of IPO’s in the Swedish market. 2011 

obviously stands out with a total amount of IPO’s twice as large as the other years. 

Nevertheless, although this study did not choose to involve all IPO’s it is important to 

note that the number of IPO’s per year tends to vary depending on how the overall 

market has developed. Therefore, it may be reasonable to conclude that it was more 

accessible IPO’s to this study in 2011, as 2014 and 2013 were two positive years after 

the financial crisis of 2008. The years 2008-2014 are years with large fluctuations in 

the market were there are two years, 2008 and 2011, with negative returns and five 

years, 2009-2010 and 2012-2014, with positive returns, which makes those years 

eligible for this study as it intends to compare IPO’s return in both negative and 

positive markets.      

!

!

Figure 1 - Number of IPO’s per year  
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4.1 Underpricing 

 

This study aims partly to investigate the potential underpricing for IPO’s on the 

Swedish stock exchange. Therefore, one part of the first research question was: 

 

Are Swedish IPO’s between 2008-2014 underpriced on average? 

 

Therefore, it deals with the extent of underpricing as a general phenomenon on the 

Swedish stock exchange. By using equation (5) from the previous chapter some 

descriptive statistics were obtained and are presented in Table 1. 

  
Table 1 - Descriptive Statistics Underpricing Swedish IPO’s 

Descriptive statistics 

Mean Underpricing 

Median 

St.Dev 

Min 

Max 

Observations 

5.56% 

3.80% 

23.03% 

-44% 

113% 

87 

   

The average first day return for the IPO’s of 5.56% is observable from table 1, 

indicating underpricing on the Swedish stock exchange. Further, there seems to be a 

relatively large standard deviation for the returns and this could be explained by the 

big difference between the lowest return of -0.44% and the highest of 113%. To test 

whether the mean underpricing of 5.56% is statistically significant it is suitable to use 

a t-test with 86 degrees of freedom with following hypothesis: 

 

!!,!:!"#$%&%'('")!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$%&ℎ!!"#$%!!"#$%& = 0 

!!,!:!"#$%&%'('")!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$%&ℎ!!"#$%!!"#$%&! ≠ 0 

     

Equation (8) will be carried out to find the test statistic t for the mean underpricing of 

5.56% and the results are found in Table 2: 
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Table 2 - T-test for underpricing 

Hypothesis 1: One-tailed t-test 

Test statistic !! = !!.!"# 

 

Critical value 

!!.!" ≈ !.!"# 

!!.!" ≈ !.!"# 

!.!"# > !.!"# > !.!"# 

 

As one can observe, the test statistic is significant at the 5% level, and it is therefore 

possible to reject !!. Hence, there is statistical evidence supporting the existence of 

underpricing on the Swedish stock exchange. However, results are not statistically 

significant at the 1% level and will be taken into consideration in the conclusion. 

 

4.2 Sector Distribution 
 

Moving over to sector distribution of the IPO’s there are 8 different sectors included 

in this study (see figure 2). Even though all IPO’s are not included in this study it is 

still reasonable to state that there is a clear overweight of pharmaceuticals/medicals, 

industry and commodities with 21, 22 and 15 IPO’s respectively. Interesting to 

observe is, although not included in this graph, that nearly 50% of the IPO’s in both 

pharmaceuticals/medicals and industry are conducted in 2011. Subsequently, there are 

somewhat similar amounts of IPO’s in data/IT, finance and consumer goods. Lastly, 

telecommunication and consumer services are sectors with lower amount of IPO’s.   
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!
Figure 2 - Distribution of IPO’s based on sector 

Moreover, there are big differences amongst the different sector indices as observed 

in figure 3. All sector indices generated negative return during 2008 and it is because 

of the financial crisis 2008. Similar patterns where developed in the end of 2011 as it 

resulted in a big decrease in almost all indices. Most indices have had good 

development where pharmaceutical/medical stands out and generated the greatest 

return. Another index generating positive return is consumer services. Commodities 

index is the index with the worst development. The big differences between the 

indices indicate how important it is to compare every IPO to its sector index in order 

to generate reasonable results. 

       

!
Figure 3 - Dow Jones Swedish Sector Indicies during 2008-2015 
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There are big differences between the sectors when observing the average 

underpricing per sector in this sample, illustrated in figure 4. Data/IT clearly stands 

out with an average underpricing of 22% where the majority of the other sectors 

generated around 5%. Pharmaceutical-Medical was the only category which 

generated a negative average first day return and could therefore be classified as 

overpriced.  

!
Figure 4 - Average Underpricing & Overpricing per Sector 
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!!,!:!""!!!!"#$%&!!ℎ!"#!!ℎ!!!"#$!!"#$%&!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%&%'('") 

!!,!:!"!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%&!!"#$!!"#!ℎ!"#!!ℎ!!!"#$!!"#$%#&!!"#$%!!"!!"#$%&%'('")! 
 

As previously mentioned, a Kruskal-Wallis test allows to observe any difference in 

medians under the assumption that all populations in this sample have identical 

distributions and the results are demonstrated in table 3. 

 
Table 3 - Kruskal-Wallis Test 

Hypothesis 2: Kruskal-Wallis Test 

Test statistic H ≈ !.!"# 

 

Critical value using !!,!!!!  distribution  

(! = 0.05) 
≈ !!.!"# 

 

!!.!"# > !.!"#! 
    

As !! only can be rejected if H is > than the critical value it is not possible to reject 

the null hypothesis for this sample. Hence, there is no statistical evidence supporting 

that different industry sectors have different median underpricing. 

 

4.3 Mid- and Long Term Development 
 

Figure 5 is an illustration of the average returns for the IPO’s, the index-adjusted 

return and average volatility for the IPO’s in this sample and their respective sector 

index. This figure demonstrates how the return and volatility deviates during the two 

observed time periods. It is rather easy to distinguish volatility between the IPO’s and 

their sector index, where volatility for IPO’s is close to twice as large as for their 

sector index in both periods. One interesting observation is the lower average return 

for IPO’s after both three months and one year compared to the index adjusted return. 

Based on the second research question in this study, How do Swedish IPO’s perform 

on a mid and long term period depending on an upward or downward trending on the 
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stock market, one is able to observe that a one year buy-and-hold strategy would be 

most profitable with an average index-adjusted return of 26.83%.   

!

!
Figure 5 – 3 Month & 1 Year Return & Volatility 

 

4.4 Regression of Plausible Explanatory 
Variables 

!
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the study’s third research question is: 

 

How are factors such as market list, sector and index volatility related to the level of 
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!!,!: !"#"$!!"!!"#$%&%'('")!!"!!"#!!""#$%#&!!"!!"#$%&%'()*!!"#$"%&'(!
!!,!:!"!!"#$%!!"#!!"#$%&%'()*!!"#$"%&'!!""#$%&!!ℎ!!!"#"!!!"!!"#$%&%'('"! 
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This hypothesis will now test if the level of underpricing is affected by the market list 

the IPO was listed on, sector and if the AFGX volatility was above or below average 

during the introduction day and is presented in table 4 below. 

 
Table 4 - Regression of 1st day return. Presents coefficients and P-values for each variable. 

Underpricing  Coef. Robust std. 

error 

T-

value 

P-value 

MarketlistD  -0.1935 0.0462 -0.42 0.677 

AFGXVD  -0.4965 0.0673 -0.74 0.463 

Data-IT  0.1852 0.1405 1.32 0.192 

Finance & Real Estate  0.0259 0.0416 0.62 0.535 

Industrials  0.0094 0.0632 0.15 0.885 

Other  -0.0058 0.0595 -0.10 0.922 

Pharma/Medical  -0.0572 0.0598 -0.96 0.342 

Constant  0.0668 0.0452 1.48 0.143 

R-squared 0.0924     

F-test 0.4546     

 

Based on the table, the coefficients for every explanatory variable are both positive 

and negative, meaning that they would have both a negative and a positive effect on 

underpricing. However, for the analysis to have some sort of significance the t-value 

should be at least 1.96. As observable, the t-values in this regression are lower than 

1.96 and therefore lack significance. Also the !! is very low, indicating that the only 

1% of the variation in the dependent variable can be explained by the independent 

variables. To sum up, this relation between underpricing and the explanatory variables 

will be rejected based on the regression.        
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5. DISCUSSION 
The discussion will connect to this study’s theoretical framework and previous 

research, which have laid the foundation for the study and the empirical findings. 

This discussion will base its assumption from the research questions and objectives.   

5.1 Underpricing in Sweden 
 

A mean level of 5.56% underpricing is lower than other means mentioned previously. 

Thus, all IPO’s in this study generated on average 5.56% greater return than the 

AFGX index during the first trading day. Nevertheless, a mean of 5.56% are slightly 

lower than what previous researches have conducted. Both Bodnurak et.al (2008), 

Isaksson & Thorsell (2014) and Ljungqvist (2005) displayed a mean underpricing of 

14.2%, 15% and 15% respectively, all though during a different time period. 

However, one reason why their results displayed such high degree of underpricing 

could be of the inclusion of IPO’s within the IT sector in the beginning of the 21st 

century. As this time period is referred to as the “IT-bubble” or the “dot-com bubble”, 

where a lot of new IT companies started and both new and already established 

companies within this sector generated a much higher return than other sectors, one 

might draw the connection between this bubble and a higher mean underpricing. This 

study’s mean underpricing is though fairly close to the mean of 7.7%, which 

Abrahamson and De Ridder (2015) found in their dataset. Their dataset also covers 

IPO’s during the “dot-com bubble” and hence providing a likely explanation for the 

higher mean underpricing.  Conclusively, the fact that underpricing exists in Sweden 

and is statistically significant also confirms Saunders (1990, p. 3) definition of 

underpricing and money left on the table. 

 

As mentioned in chapter 2 there are three different operators in the process of an IPO, 

the original owners, an underwriter and the investor and they may all have different 

opinions about what might be considered as a successful IPO. As underpricing exist 

on the Swedish stock exchange, it should mean that investors would be satisfied with 

their investments, since their investments will increase during the first trading day. 

Even though the original owners’ purpose for the IPO is to generate more capital to 

the firm it does not mean that underpricing is something negative for them. In fact, a 
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high degree of underpricing might be an indicator for a high interest in the company 

from other investors and by thus be positive for the stocks continued development and 

reputation. From the underwriters’ point of view, it is important that the underpricing 

is neither to big nor the opposite resulting in overpricing depending on what kind of 

commitment it agreed to (Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, 2002, p. 537). Overpricing could 

lead to bad reputation amongst investors and thus affect the underwriter negatively. 

But at the same time, underpricing could lead to a bad reputation for the underwriter 

among the original owners as well.      

  

One interesting observation amongst this study and previous research is the fact that 

the later time period for the data sample, the lower mean underpricing it seems to 

generate. Bodnurak et.al (2008) and Isaksson & Thorsell (2014) involve IPO’s until 

2005 and they found a mean underpricing around 14-15%, while Abrahamson & De 

Ridder covered IPO’s until 2011 and they displayed a mean underpricing of 7.7%. 

This study shows a mean underpricing of 5.56% and covers data up to the year 2014.  

 

Even though it is difficult to draw any conclusions it is still fair to discuss the fact that 

mean underpricing seems to decrease. There could be different reasons why this may 

occur. One is the fact that underpricing is not as attractive for owners and 

underwriters in order to create a higher demand among investors as it used to be. 

Loughran & Ritter (2004, p. 6) state in their study that underwriters get commission 

depending on the first day development of the IPO and might have incentives to 

recommend lower introduction prices to create higher demand from investors and this 

reason may have been reduced as the mean underpricing has decreased over time. 

Another reason is the fact that IPO’s introduction prices have been more efficient. 

According to (Fama, 1970, p. 383), the efficient market hypothesis states that all 

available information is fully reflected in the share price and Thilakarathne & Bruce 

(2014, p. 79) confirm this hypothesis in their study, as IPO performance on the 

Colombo stock exchange does not present any market efficiency. However, with new 

and fast technology and the fact that information is practically available for 

everybody in a matter of seconds, IPO underpricing may have been more efficient.   
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As mentioned in section 2.2, winners curse is a theory that addresses the lack of 

symmetry regarding information access between investors, where more informed 

investors are rewarded by underpricing (Brealey, Myers, Marcus, 2012, p. 428). This 

is an interesting theory as it might be the case for some investors that IPO’s must be 

underpriced in order for them to invest at all. Some investors might need a sort of 

compensation because of the risk of holding the stock by the IPO and the increased 

price of the stock during introduction day might be because of new available 

information. 

 

5.2 Comparing Sectors 
!
!
As demonstrated in section 4.2, the !! could not be rejected and there is no statistical 

evidence supporting that different industry sectors have different median 

underpricing. This is rather surprising, as different sectors tend to be more or less 

popular during different time periods. One example is the dot-com bubble with its 

peak during 1999-2000 and the IT sector during this time period was the most popular 

sector for IPO’s. This would explain Burrowes & Jones (2004, p. 97) study where 

they state that companies tend to go public in groups and these groups coincide with 

peaks in the sector. Therefore, one assumption for this study would have been to find 

more underpricing in industries where the future prospects are harder to predict.  

 

In this study the majority of the IPO’s were included in Industrials and 

Pharmaceutical/Medical as they combined stood for almost half of the total amount of 

observations. The fact that the sector Industrials had a large amount of IPO’s is not 

surprising as Sweden always has been a country were a large amount of the 

inhabitants are working within this sector directly or industry-related services.  

 

Even if there is no statistical evidence of different median underpricing amongst 

industry sectors it is still interesting to observe figure 4 where the sector Data/IT 

generated a larger mean underpricing than other sectors. With a mean underpricing of 

almost 25% this sector is almost 20 percentage units higher than other sectors in this 

sample. This pattern is similar to the “dot-com bubble” where companies within the 

IT sector generated higher return than other sectors. 
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One reason why this study did not find any statistical evidence supporting different 

median underpricing among industry sectors could be of the relatively small sample. 

It is possible that a larger sample would have shown a different result. Ideally would 

have been to be able to use all nine original sectors instead of combining some sectors 

together in order to do the Kruskal-Hallis test.   

 

5.3 Mid- and long term development 
!
!
Previous researches demonstrate a kind of underperformance towards IPO’s during a 

longer period. As mentioned earlier, Burrowes & Jones (2004, p. 97) state that 

companies tend to time their introduction during peaks in the market where investors 

often are overconfident and revise the original value of the stock when more 

information about the company gets public, which will lead to a decreased share 

value. However, this study argues towards the opposite where the most profitable 

Buy-and-Hold strategy is the long-term strategy where the investor holds the IPO for 

one year. Thus, there seems to be no kind of underperformance for this sample of 

IPO’s during the years 2008-2014. Average index-adjusted return for the three-

months Buy-and-Hold strategy is around 10.67% and the one-year strategy is 26.83%. 

This indicates a substantial over performance, a greater performance than its sector 

index.  

 

Hence, this study differs from previous research mentioned above. However, as 

mentioned earlier, the time period for this study is more up-to-date than previous 

research and includes IPO’s on the alternative markets.   

 

Furthermore, underpricing is the effect of market expectations regarding the IPO and 

price offering for this introduction. If markets would be completely efficient then 

there would be no underpricing (Malkiel, 2003, p. 60). Subsequently, this study was 

used to observe share prices development during different time periods after the IPO 

in order to test if the market follows the semi-strong form of an efficient market 

(Fama, 1970, p. 379ff). This study’s observations display an uncertainty regarding 

what the market is willing to pay for companies share price during the IPO. It is 
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difficult to determine a legit reason why some IPO’s underperform during longer 

periods after the introduction while others generates a substantial overperformance. 

As mentioned earlier, this uncertainty could occur because of the general interest in 

the company before the IPO and also because of the competitiveness in the market. If 

a company is to be considered as a good investment  its value will increase until its 

expected value reaches the same value as other companies with similar risk. This is 

what the efficient market hypothesis is built on, as the fluctuations between these 

IPO’s are a result of how the market interprets the provided information. 

 

Volatility for the IPO’s in this sample has been relatively high with around 34% 

volatility, 20 percentage units higher than its sector index, on a 3-month period after 

the introduction and about 70% volatility, 42 percentage units higher than its sector 

index, during a one-year period. This high volatility may though be considered 

expected because of underpricing and the uncertainty of valuating IPO’s. However, 

considering the efficient market hypothesis, one would expect the volatility for the 

IPO’s to slowly converge to volatility for respective sector index as it takes time to 

present all relevant information about a company. It would thus imply that efficient 

market hypothesis does not hold during a short period. With restricted amount of 

information about a company going public may fluctuations in valuation be greater 

than already established companies. Nevertheless, these finding contradicts with Jog 

& Jang’s (2002) findings as they displayed a lower volatility on Canadian IPO’s 

between 1990-1999 than comparable companies. 

 

5.4 Regression of explanatory variables 
!
!
Generally, after observing the effect of the parameters on underpricing the intuitive 

perception is a negative relationship, see table 4. However, the parameters have little 

statistical significance. As there were insignificant parameters in the regression it is 

preferable to analyse the regression itself. At first, a multicollinearity-test was done to 

observe if two or more parameters are perfectly collinear. Table 4 in Appendix 

demonstrates very low possibility of multicollinearity and would not be any problems 

in the regression model.  
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Next, it is interesting to observe whether the explanatory parameters change if one 

parameter was excluded from the regression. This is demonstrated in table 5 were 

seven different regressions were made. As observable, neither the coefficients nor the 

P-values change a lot for the parameters, except for the variable Data/IT. In the first 

regression it did not display any significant relationship. However, when other sector 

variables are removed it shows a positive significant relationship on both 5% and 10% 

significance level depending on which variable that has been removed. This is a rather 

interesting finding. Loughran & Ritter (2004) argues in their study, which covered 

IPO’s during the dot-com bubble, the level of underpricing was partly contributed by 

small and newly established IT-companies and this seems also to be the case in this 

study.    

 

Lastly, to check for heteroskedasticity a plot for the study’s residuals was made, 

figure 6. It is hard to determine the value of heteroskedasticity and it was therefore 

relevant to create a Parker’s White-test, see table 5. As the parameter 

“Heteroskedasticity” in this test has a p-value above 0.05 it is possible to reject the !! 

hypothesis, which states that the model has homoscedasticity. Conclusively, there 

seems to be nothing wrong with the model itself except for the insignificant 

parameters.                        

 

It is rather surprising to observe that the parameter MarketlistD show no statistical 

significance even at the 10% significance level, as IPO’s on the alternative lists are 

commonly more volatile and less liquid. In fact, Ellul & Pagano (2006, p. 381) found 

significant results in their study about the importance of market liquidity as a 

determinant of the level of underpricing. Therefore, as this study shows no statistical 

significance it contradicts the study mentioned previously. One possible explanation 

of the different results could be because of the larger sample in Ellul & Pagano’s 

(2006) study. A larger sample in this study would have reduced the uncertainty and 

increase the precision in the sample estimates.  

 

Furthermore, it is also interesting to observe the insignificant parameters for the 

different sectors. As previously mentioned, Burrowes & Jones (2004, p. 97) explain 

the level of underperformance on IPO’s because they often get introduced during 
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peaks in the sector. However, in this study it is not possible to statistically determine 

if any particular sector has an effect on the level of underpricing.  

 

The fact that the variable AFGXVD has no significant relationship to the level of 

underpricing is worth mentioning. The variable is measured as above or below the 10-

day moving average variance and it is possible that one might believe a higher or a 

lower level of underpricing during days with high volatility. However, Jog & Jang 

(2002) displayed a lower volatility on Canadian IPO’s between 1990-1999 than 

comparable companies and the insignificant relationship between volatility and 

underpricing might therefore be reasonable.      
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6. CONCLUSION 
This study’s objective was to examine the eventual underpricing phenomenon for the 

main and alternative lists on the Swedish stock exchange. Subsequently the intuition 

was also to observe different Buy-and-Hold strategies in order to determine the most 

profitable option for an investor. Lastly the objective was to investigate any probable 

causes on underpricing based on theory from previous studies. Through a 

longitudinal study 87 IPO’s have been conducted and investigated. 

 

Just like previous studies, this study also demonstrates an underpricing effect for 

IPO’s during the first trading day with an average first day return of 5.56%. However 

the level of underpricing was relatively lower than previous studies and it is intuitive 

to believe that markets may have been more efficient or because of the fact that 

underwriters do not have the same incentives to create a higher demand for investors. 

Nevertheless, these findings answer the first part of the first research question and are 

able to statistically confirm the existence of underpricing on Swedish IPO’s during 

the years 2008-2014. 

 

Further, this study is not able to statistically demonstrate any difference between 

sectors’ median underpricing even though different sectors’ tend to be more or less 

popular during different time periods. Some previous researches have used a more 

broader and general index, however to adjust every IPO to the same index would 

generate the possibility of misleading results.  

 

The fact that previous research, Burrowes & Jones (2004, p. 97) display 

underperformance for IPO’s during a longer period is something which contradicts 

with this study’s findings. Based on the findings in this study it is possible to 

conclude the fact that IPO’s tend to overperform significantly compared to its sector 

index over a three-month and over a one-year period as they on average overperform 

its index with 10.67% and 26.83% respectively. 

 

All the explanatory variables in the regression showed insignificant results, except for 

the sector Data/IT when some parameters were removed, and the conclusion is that 
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factors such as market list, AFGX volatility and sector are not possible to use as 

explanatory variables to analyse the relation towards underpricing.  

 

Nevertheless, whether an investor should investigate in IPO’s or not is, in the end, up 

to the investor itself. One must know that investing in IPO’s always comes with a 

certain risk and that historical return is no guarantee for future profits.   

 

6.1 Suggestions For Further Research 
 

There are tremendous amounts of opportunities to develop this subject area. The term 

behavioural finance is an interesting subject and in need of further research and one 

interesting study would therefore be to investigate financial behaviour and risk 

awareness among investors when investing in IPO’s and if there are differences 

compared to already established companies on the Swedish stock exchange. 

 

This study has investigated the effect on underpricing from variables as market list, 

index volatility, index return and sector index return. Further research could though 

investigate the same effect although with other variables such as market cap, age, or 

size of the offering. All these variables are considered to be relevant for an IPO and 

by thus interesting to investigate.  

 

Additionally, an interesting study would have been to investigate similar situations 

although in other countries. For example, the Swedish and Finish stock exchange are 

considered to be relatively similar and it would thus be interesting to investigate any 

significant similarities or differences between these countries. Also, as this study only 

investigates periods up to one year after the offering it would be interesting to observe 

IPO’s development for longer period such as three years.  

 

At any rate, the multitude of possible study areas surrounding the underpricing 

phenomenon and IPO development provides cause for research for many years to 

come.       
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APPENDIX 
Testing multiple regression 

!
Table 5 - Correlation between variables. 

 1st day 

return 

MarketlistD AFGXVD Commodities Data/IT Fin & Real 

Estate 

Industrials Other Pharma/Medical 

1st day return 1.0000         

MarketlistD -0.0500 1.0000        

AFGXVD -0.0882 0.0594 1.0000       

Commodities -0.0097 -0.0082 -0.0857 1.0000      

Data/IT 0.2654 -0.0939 -0.0152 -0.1424 1.0000     

Fin & Real Est 0.0144 0.1330 0.0730 -0.1424 -0.1154 1.0000    

Industrials -0.0096 0.0355 0.0725 -0.2587 -0.2097 -0.2097 1.0000   

Other -0.0340 0.1258 0.0279 -0.1595 -0.1292 -0.1292 -0.2348 1.0000  

Pharma/Medical -0.1525 -0.1559 -0.0671 -0.2364 -0.1916 -0.1916 -0.3482 -0.2146 1.0000 
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Table 6 - Regression excluding certain variables 

Variable REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 REG5 REG6 REG7 
MarketlistD 

 
-0.0165 
0.7447 

-0.0196 
0.6964 

-0.0192 
0.7036 

-0.0180 
0.7198 

-0.0256 
0.6188 

-0.0210 
0.6793 

 

AFGXVD 
 

-0.0508 
0.3814 

-0.0499 
0.3878 

-0.0490 
0.3955 

-0.0482 
0.4035 

-0.0451 
0.4453 

 -0.0505 
0.3836 

Data/IT 
 

0.2207 
0.0118** 

0.1878 
0.0392** 

0.1791 
0.0381** 

0.1748 
0.0574* 

 0.1816 
0.0713* 

0.1877 
0.0612* 

Finance & Real 
Estate 

 

0.0606 
0.4887 

0.0287 
0.7495 

0.0197 
0.8173 

 
 

-0.0489 
0.6016 

0.0173 
0.8624 

0.0211 
0.8246 

Industrials 0.0455 
0.4711 

0.0120 
0.8554 

 -0.0013 
0.9850 

-0.0663 
0.3398 

0.0026 
0.9739 

0.0087 
0.9121 

Other 0.0289 
0.7201 

 -0.0120 
0.8794 

-0.0166 
0.8440 

-0.0806 
0.3559 

-0.0155 
0.9033 

-0.0091 
0.9225 

Pharma/Medical  
 

-0.0546 
0.4293 

-0.0633 
0.3160 

-0.0675 
0.3395 

-0.1335 
0.0638 

-0.0593 
0.4660 

-0.0547 
0.4979 

Constant 0.0306 
0.4948 

0.0644 
0.2439 

0.0727 
0.1222 

0.0764 
0.1831 

0.1444 
0.0100*** 

0.0600 
0.3722 

0.0581 
0.3653 

Num Obs 87       
R2 0.0908       
F 1.331       
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!

Figure 6 - Two-way scatterplot of residuals 

 

Table 7 - White test 

Source Chi2 Df P-value 
Heteroskedasticity 10.37 7 0.1687 

Skewness 6.55 3 0.0879 
Kurtosis 1.77 1 0.1831 

Total 18.69 11 0.0670 
!
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!

Data for regression model & T-test 
!

Company! Opening!
Day!

Sector! Market!
List!

1st!Day!
Return!

AFGX!
Return!

AFGX!
Volatility!

Sector!Index!
Return!

Deflamo! 03'03'2008! Industry! Alternative! 0.0%! 1.915%! Below! '2.549%!
WeSC! 19'05'2008! Consumer!Goods! Alternative! '2.2%! 0.260%! Below! '0.775%!

eWork!Scandinavia! 22'05'2008! Data/IT! Main! 16.6%! 0.042%! Below! '1.618%!
Hexpol! 02'06'2008! Industry! Main! 30%! 0.003%! Below! 0.546%!

Hexatronic! 16'06'2008! Data/IT! Main! '12.5%! 1.342%! Below! 3.015%!
DGC!One! 16'07'2008! Telecommunication! Main! 12.1%! 0.072%! Above! 0.857%!
Neurovive! 03'10'2008! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! '29.7%! 2.076%! Above! '7.027%!
Mavshack! 08'10'2008! Data/IT! Alternative! 0.0%! 0.983%! Above! '5.385%!
Loomis! 01'12'2008! Consumer!Services! Main! 4.9%! 0.836%! Above! 3.353%!
Cloetta! 08'12'2008! Consumer!Goods! Main! 17.2%! '0.415%! Above! 2.638%!

Eolus!Vind! 28'05'2009! Industry! Main! 2.6%! '0.111%! Below! 0.201%!
203!Web!Group! 28'05'2009! Data/IT! Alternative! 0.00%! '0.111%! Below! 2.903%!

Dignitana! 18'06'2009! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '22.3%! 1.118%! Above! 0.00%!
AllTele! 15'07'2009! Telecommunication! Main! 0.4%! '0.722%! Below! '0.792%!

Arctic!Gold! 15'07'2009! Commodities! Alternative! 0.0%! '0.722%! Below! 4.198%!
Senso!Detect! 01'12'2009! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '25%! 0.161%! Above! '0.833%!

Botnia!Exploration! 14'12'2009! Commodities! Alternative! 8%! 0.620%! Below! '1.424%!
Micropos!Medical! 21'12'2009! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 16%! '0.528%! Below! '0.048%!

Scandbook! 31'03'2010! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '1.7%! '2.833%! Below! 0.131%!
Jays! 17'05'2010! Industry! Alternative! '4.7%! '0.082%! Above! 1.423%!
Pallas! 07'07'2010! Industry! Alternative! 10%! 0.515%! Above! '0.274%!

Auriant!Mining! 19'07'2010! Commodities! Alternative! '13%! '0.856%! Below! '1.324%!
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Kopy! 27'08'2010! Commodities! Alternative! '5%! 1.698%! Below! '1.068%!
Zinzino! 20'09'2010! Consumer!Goods! Alternative! 20%! '0.348%! Below! 0.603%!
Africa!Oil! 30'09'2010! Commodities! Main! 2.7%! 0.541%! Below! 1.847%!
Episurf! 05'11'2010! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! 13%! 0.848%! Below! 1.246%!
Etrion! 05'11'2010! Industry! Main! 25.3%! 0.848%! Below! 0.991%!

Dome!Energy! 17'01'2010! Commodities! Alternative! 24%! 1.112%! Below! '1.370%!
Abelco! 17'01'2010! Industry! Alternative! 13.3%! 1.112%! Below! '0.417%!
Cefour! 31'01'2010! Consumer!Goods! Alternative! '3.5%! '1.039%! Below! 0.656%!
Ecomb! 02'02'2011! Industry! Alternative! 75%! '0.738%! Below! 1.522%!
Kancera! 25'02'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '28%! 0.350%! Below! 1.060%!
aXichem! 28'02'2011! Industry! Alternative! 20%! '0.321%! Below! '1.164%!

Vindico!Group! 04'04'2011! Industry! Alternative! '28.8%! 0.084%! Below! '0.240%!
Zeta!Display! 04'04'2011! Data/IT! Alternative! 6.5%! 0.084%! Below! '0.148%!

Karolinska!Develop! 05'04'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! 0.0%! 0.682%! Below! 1.415%!
Pledpharma! 07'04'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 4.2%! '2.363%! Below! '0.147%!
Dedicare! 04'05'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! 10%! 0.682%! Below! '0.188%!

Moberg!Pharma! 26'05'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! '1%! '0.616%! Below! 0.519%!
Enzymatica! 14'06'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 23%! '2.679%! Below! '0.910%!

Shamaran!Petrolium! 22'06'2011! Commodities! Alternative! 33.8%! '2.364%! Below! '1.854%!
Boule!Diagnostics! 23'06'2011! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '4.3%! 3.534%! Below! 0%!

Concentric! 16'07'2011! Industry! Main! '22.2%! '2.925%! Above! '4.127%!
Semafo! 20'10'2011! Commodities! Main! '3%! '2.330%! Above! 7.572%!
Cavotec! 20'10'2011! Industry! Main! 11%! '2.330%! Above! 3.725%!

Lucara!Diamond! 25'11'2011! Commodities! Main! '7.5%! 1.055%! Above! 3.545%!
Confidence!Intern! 28'11'2011! Industry! Alternative! '44%! 0.342%! Above! 0.782%!
Skånska!Energi! 08'12'2011! Industry! Alternative! 20%! '1.366%! Above! 1.638%!

Micro!Systemation! 27'12'2011! Data/IT! Main! '1.9%! 0.487%! Below! '0.320%!
Brighter! 03'02'2012! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 0%! '0.702%! Below! 3.182%!

Avtech!Sweden! 20'02'2012! Data/IT! Alternative! 16.7%! '1.853%! Below! '0.950%!
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Creades! 22'02'2012! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Main! 1.2%! 1.744%! Below! '0.512%!
ALM!Equity! 08'06'2012! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Alternative! 0.5%! 0.315%! Above! 0.385%!

Angler!Gaming! 06'07'2012! Data/IT! Alternative! 113%! 0.298%! Above! '0.879%!
New!Equity!Venture! 20'08'2012! Consumer!Goods! Alternative! '2%! 0.404%! Below! '0.295%!

Mangold! 22'08'2012! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Alternative! 4%! 0.188%! Below! '0.991%!
Xvivo!Perfusion! 08'10'2012! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 3.5%! 0.620%! Below! '1.132%!
Sportamore! 25'10'2012! Consumer!Goods! Main! '33%! '0.381%! Below! 0.823%!
Arctic!Paper! 20'12'2012! Industry! Main! 11.8%! '1.265%! Below! '0.136%!

Vigmed!Holding! 15'02'2013! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '25.4%! 0.172%! Below! 1.347%!
Immunicum! 22'04'2013! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! '12.9%! '2.836%! Below! '0.495%!

Nexam!Chemical! 23'04'2013! Industry! Alternative! '8.8%! 1.503%! Below! 0.30%!
Vivoline!Medical! 15'05'2013! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 68.3%! 0.542%! Below! 0.575%!
Diamyd!Medical! 20'05'2013! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Alternative! 6.3%! 1.021%! Below! 0.608%!
Kentima!Holding! 19'07'2013! Industry! Alternative! '28.8%! '1.084%! Below! '0.167%!

Ginger!Oil! 18'10'2013! Commodities! Alternative! 16.4%! '0.493%! Below! 0%!
Mindmancer! 23'10'2013! Data/IT! Alternative! 72.7%! 0.081%! Below! 0.449%!
Platzer! 25'11'2013! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Main! 7.3%! 0.564%! Above! 0.062%!

Delarka!Holding! 17'12'2013! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Alternative! 3.8%! '1.038%! Below! 1.042%!
North!Chemical! 19'12'2013! Industry! Alternative! '13%! '0.577%! Below! '0.015%!
Oscar!Properties! 17'02'2014! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Main! 5.9%! 0.041%! Above! '1.620%!

Bufab! 21'02'2014! Industry! Main! 6.5%! '0.216%! Below! 0.376%!
Hemfosa! 21'03'2014! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Main! 4.8%! '0.075%! Below! '2.676%!
Recipharm! 03'04'2014! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! 9.9%! '0.065%! Below! 0.934%!
Victoria!Park! 19'05'2014! Commodities! Main! '8.7%! '1.196%! Below! 0%!

Besqab! 12'06'2014! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Main! 16.8%! 0.137%! Below! '0.009%!
Com!Hem! 17'06'2014! Telecommunication! Main! 7.3%! 0.051%! Below! '0.981%!

Bactiguard!Holding! 19'06'2014! Pharmaceutical/Medical! Main! '17.1%! '0.671%! Below! 0%!
Ngex!Resources! 19'06'2014! Commodities! Main! 13.9%! 0.152%! Below! '0.153%!
Scandi!Standard! 27'06'2014! Consumer!Goods! Main! 17.5%! 0.061%! Below! '0.409%!
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Inwido! 26'09'2014! Industry! Main! '5.2%! 2.548%! Below! '0.320%!
Gränges! 10'10'2014! Industry! Main! 2.4%! 0.682%! Above! 1.026%!
Lifco! 17'11'2014! Industry! Main! 32.3%! 1.358%! Below! '0.043%!

Thule!Group! 26'11'2014! Industry! Main! 11.4%! '0.337%! Below! 1.750%!
NP3! 04'12'2014! Finance!&!Real!Estate! Main! 12.7%! 1.180%! Below! 1.060%!

Munksjö! 08'12'2014! Industry! Main! 8.9%! 1.312%! Below! 0.401%!
Lundin!Gold! 22'12'2014! Commodities! Main! 3.8%! 0.141%! Below! 1.993%!
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Data for Mid and Long term return and volatility 
Company( Opening(

day(
3(mont(adj(
return(

1(year(adj(
return(

3(month(vol(index( 1(year(volatility(( 1(year(
vol(index(

Deflamo( 03#03#2008& 104,60%& 5,31%& 23,13%& 119,00%& 47,41%&
WeSC( 19#05#2008& #23,48%& 3,74%& 18,69%& 71,43%& 38,30%&

eWork(Scandinavia( 22#05#2008& #23,09%& #39,20%& 27,26%& 69,87%& 55,88%&
Hexpol( 02#06#2008& #13,80%& #46,27%& 25,18%& 69,86%& 51,61%&

Hexatronic( 16#06#2008& #65,54%& #36,36%& 27,35%& 59,03%& 56,05%&
DGC(one( 16#07#2008& #33,02%& 4,53%& 19,00%& 100,00%& 38,93%&
Neurovive( 03#10#2008& #43,49%& 27,84%& 17,00%& 106,00%& 34,89%&
Mavshack( 08#10#2008& #33,57%& #19,30%& 26,77%& 77,46%& 54,87%&
Loomis( 01#12#2008& 18,38%& 88,16%& 13,01%& 41,99%& 26,67%&
Cloetta( 08#12#2008& 52,57%& 249,35%& 13,77%& 171,19%& 28,22%&

Eolus(Vind( 28#05#2009& 17,34%& 70,57%& 21,82%& 91,00%& 49,62%&
203(Web(Group( 28#05#2009& #77,66%& #124,61%& 13,39%& 98,23%& 27,44%&

Dignitana( 18#06#2009& 43,85%& 200,67%& 11,25%& 134,00%& 23,06%&
AllTele( 15#07#2009& 9,40%& 40,64%& 10,95%& 50,63%& 22,44%&

Arctic(Gold( 15#07#2009& 47,32%& #34,89%& 22,37%& 79,11%& 45,85%&
Senso(Detect( 01#12#2009& 31,07%& 284,44%& 15,37%& 87,56%& 42,74%&

Botnia(Exploration( 14#12#2009& #27,84%& 43,37%& 17,83%& 103,72%& 29,39%&
Micropos(Medical( 21#12#2009& 15,84%& #23,86%& 11,21%& 67,86%& 22,98%&

Scandbook( 31#03#2010& #63,14%& #53,45%& 12,89%& 148,00%& 26,42%&
Jays( 17#05#2010& #39,56%& 73,02%& 11,12%& 82,07%& 22,79%&
Pallas( 07#07#2010& 38,23%& 17,80%& 10,85%& 121,00%& 22,25%&

Auriant(Mining( 19#07#2010& #12,50%& #14,79%& 12,52%& 127,63%& 24,67%&
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Kopy( 27#08#2010& 36,59%& #63,21%& 24,15%& 100,57%& 49,50%&
Zinzino( 20#09#2010& 77,54%& 32,88%& 9,00%& 131,45%& 18,45%&
Africa(Oil( 30#09#2010& 70,02%& 34,47%& 19,64%& 50,56%& 40,26%&
Episurf( 05#11#2010& 94,86%& 84,95%& 12,95%& 200,00%& 26,55%&
Etrion( 05#11#2010& 47,48%& 17,63%& 22,76%& 68,01%& 46,65%&

Dome(Energy( 17#01#2011& #29,17%& #64,82%& 22,62%& 64,91%& 46,35%&
Abelco( 17#01#2011& 27,80%& #11,97%& 17,11%& 79,10%& 35,07%&
Cefour( 31#01#2011& #57,44%& #83,63%& 10,58%& 56,75%& 21,68%&
Ecomb( 02#02#2011& 33,13%& #7,13%& 17,05%& 74,29%& 34,94%&
Kancera( 25#02#2011& #65,28%& #58,73%& 12,82%& 87,03%& 26,28%&
aXichem( 28#02#2011& 25,19%& 16,08%& 16,91%& 85,73%& 34,65%&

Vindico(Group( 04#04#2011& #31,57%& #62,54%& 17,21%& 84,77%& 35,28%&
Zeta(Display( 04#04#2011& #39,86%& #32,19%& 18,58%& 135,00%& 38,07%&

Karolinska(Develop( 05#04#2011& #5,07%& #29,02%& 13,11%& 54,66%& 26,87%&
PledPharma( 07#04#2011& #8,54%& 10,23%& 12,97%& 74,89%& 26,58%&
Dedicare( 04#05#2011& 34,95%& 99,61%& 13,23%& 63,06%& 27,12%&

Moberg(Pharma( 26#05#2011& #46,72%& 32,76%& 12,96%& 65,29%& 26,57%&
Enzymatica( 14#06#2011& 9,74%& 52,23%& 13,27%& 70,32%& 27,53%&

ShaMaran(Petrolium( 22#06#2011& #6,37%& #82,97%& 5,56%& 79,19%& 11,40%&
Boule(Diagnostics( 23#06#2011& #44,27%& 9,19%& 13,17%& 61,77%& 26,98%&

Concentric( 16#07#2011& #45,16%& 16,25%& 18,15%& 54,63%& 37,19%&
Semafo( 20#10#2011& 8,32%& #29,84%& 16,76%& 67,75%& 34,37%&
Cavotec( 20#10#2011& 39,86%& 62,27%& 14,43%& 55,37%& 29,58%&

Lucara(Diamond( 25#11#2011& 33,21%& #13,78%& 15,34%& 57,69%& 31,44%&
Confidence(Inter( 28#11#2011& 3,61%& #32,84%& 13,02%& 98,95%& 26,68%&
Skånska(Energi( 08#12#2011& 44,36%& 7,96%& 14,30%& 54,72%& 30,25%&

Micro(Systemation( 27#12#2011& 16,81%& #23,74%& 13,22%& 34,89%& 27,10%&
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Brighter( 03#02#2012& 1,68%& 44,80%& 8,83%& 69,87%& 18,11%&
Avtech(Sweden( 20#02#2012& 6,49%& #24,30%& 11,95%& 98,13%& 24,50%&

Creades( 22#02#2012& #16,62%& 31,37%& 10,69%& 24,83%& 21,90%&
ALM(Equity( 08#06#2012& 17,27%& 65,59%& 7,45%& 27,14%& 15,27%&

Angler(Gaming( 06#07#2012& 213,37%& 110,36%& 9,83%& 53,21%& 19,58%&
New(Equity(Venture( 20#08#2012& 26,35%& #52,61%& 7,35%& 49,53%& 15,07%&

Mangold( 22#08#2012& 5,17%& 58,80%& 9,21%& 22,99%& 18,87%&
Xvivo(Perfusion( 08#10#2012& 11,79%& 45,07%& 8,20%& 41,66%& 16,81%&
Sportamore( 25#10#2012& 12,97%& 38,70%& 7,68%& 50,23%& 15,74%&
Arctic(Paper( 20#12#2012& 13,63%& #45,41%& 18,94%& 85,72%& 37,05%&

Vigmed(Holding( 15#02#2013& #29,21%& 84,74%& 7,58%& 61,26%& 15,54%&
Immunicum( 22#04#2013& 21,08%& 125,15%& 10,09%& 100,01%& 20,68%&

Nexam(Chemical( 23#04#2013& #15,39%& 145,71%& 7,78%& 63,17%& 15,95%&
Vivoline(Medical( 15#05#2013& 82,72%& 94,41%& 10,36%& 101,90%& 21,24%&
Diamyd(Medical( 20#05#2013& 7,27%& 50,79%& 10,37%& 75,21%& 21,25%&
Kentima(Holding( 19#07#2013& #4,66%& 3,85%& 7,03%& 88,38%& 14,40%&

Ginger(Oil( 18#10#2013& 8,09%& 31,18%& 11,35%& 65,36%& 23,25%&
Mindmancer( 23#10#2013& 57,23%& #0,13%& 10,04%& 92,55%& 20,57%&

Platzer( 25#11#2013& 27,59%& 40,24%& 8,01%& 23,54%& 16,42%&
Delarka(Holding( 17#12#2013& 17,00%& 20,90%& 10,76%& 10,26%& 22,06%&
North(Chemical( 19#12#2013& #29,57%& #12,96%& 11,42%& 58,57%& 23,40%&
Oscar(Properties( 17#02#2014& 8,21%& 28,19%& 8,65%& 30,81%& 17,72%&

Bufab( 21#02#2014& 42,29%& 51,24%& 8,01%& 32,90%& 16,42%&
Hemfosa( 21#03#2014& 23,21%& 103,72%& 8,38%& 26,05%& 17,19%&
Recipharm( 03#04#2014& 24,60%& 109,34%& 9,18%& 33,92%& 18,82%&
Victoria(Park( 19#05#2014& #24,16%& 40,01%& 13,85%& 36,08%& 28,39%&

Besqab( 12#06#2014& 8,56%& 63,89%& 8,83%& 30,94%& 18,10%&
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Com(Hem( 17#06#2014& #3,71%& 38,00%& 7,94%& 29,09%& 16,26%&
Bactiguard(Holding( 19#06#2014& #33,01%& 120,01%& 9,35%& 60,09%& 19,17%&
Ngex(Resources( 19#06#2014& #3,16%& #52,10%& 14,22%& 46,86%& 29,15%&
Scandi(Standard( 27#06#2014& 27,94%& 54,36%& 8,18%& 32,23%& 16,76%&

Inwido( 26#09#2014& 6,25%& 30,80%& 11,02%& 32,07%& 22,59%&
Gränges( 10#10#2014& 43,08%& 40,97%& 11,19%& 35,32%& 22,94%&
Lifco( 17#11#2014& 67,08%& 110,01%& 11,25%& 43,87%& 23,05%&

Thule(Group( 26#11#2014& 55,81%& 71,54%& 11,26%& 32,34%& 23,08%&
NP3( 04#12#2014& 52,94%& 39,57%& 10,53%& 59,00%& 21,59%&

Munksjö( 08#12#2014& 45,99%& 31,69%& 11,38%& 35,23%& 23,33%&
Lundin(Gold( 22#12#2014& 6,73%& 0,32%& 16,52%& 27,41%& 33,85%&
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